Abstract
Introduction
Power quality (PQ) disturbances have different types and each type of these disturbances has a different course and effect to power system. Power quality disturbances recognition includes 2 steps: signal processing and pattern recognition [1] . The target of signal processing is extracting features from the original features to separate the different type of disturbance. The time-frequency analysis (TFA) methods, such as fast Fourier transform (FFT) [2] , wavelet transform (WT) [3] , Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) [4] and S-transform (ST) [5] , are usually used for processing the disturbance signals. FFT method could decompose the disturbances signals into different frequency and calculate the spectrum in each frequency. It is very effective for harmonic analysis. But FFT method could not locate the disturbance time and analyze the disturbances with short duration and wide frequency distribution such as voltage transient. The disturbances can be analyzed both from time and frequency area by WT, HHT and ST. Compared to other TFA analysis methods, ST has higher time-frequency resolution ratio and better noise immunity than WT and HHT. It is very satisfied for feature extraction of disturbances especially under high noise environment.
ST uses Gaussian window to analyze PQ disturbances with different time-frequency resolution in each different frequencies. The disturbances signals has different characteristic at different frequency area. The PQ disturbance signals change rapidly in the high frequency area and slowly in low frequency. Considering the time-frequency characters of PQ disturbance signals, the time-frequency window used to analyze PQ signals should narrow in the high frequency area to achieve the high time resolution and widen in the low frequency area to get the high frequency resolution, in order to get the best analysis result. The width of Gaussian window has a variable window width at different frequency which is inversely proportional to the frequency. It is very satisfied for PQ analysis.
But the width of window function of ST is constant if the frequency is established. The time-frequency feature presentation ability of ST can be improved by using some modified windows functions. Compared to other window function, the Hyperbolic window function used by Hyperbolic S-transform (HST) has wider width in the low frequency area and more narrow width in the high frequency area than traditional ST [6] . Therefore, the PQ disturbances feature presentation ability of HST is better than ST.
The typical pattern recognition methods, such as fuzzy rules (FR) [7] , decision tree (DT) [8] and neural networks (NNs) [9] [10] [11] , have been widely used for PQ disturbances classification. FR and DT methods for PQ disturbances recognition are very effective and easy to achieve. But the rules construction for FR and the thresholds for DT should be defined by the statistic of existing signal sets. The two methods cannot have adaptive adjustment for real random signal recognition. NNs have the characteristics of adaptive and robustness. The types of NNs commonly used for PQ disturbances recognition including Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) [10] and Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) [11] . BPNN has been widely used in industrial area such as nonlinear analysis and pattern recognition. But the training method and structure parameters are difficult to identify. The limitations of learning ability and complexity of structure influence the accuracy and efficiency of the classification. PNN is very effective for PQ disturbance recognition with high classification accuracy and efficiency by the parallel training and classifying methods. But the space complexity is determined by the neuron number of input layer and hidden layer. A PNN based classifier needs a great deal of computer's internal storage if it has a large number of neurons in the input and hidden layers.
In this paper, a new classifier based on HST and Fourier Neural Network (FNN) is constructed to recognize 6 types of disturbances. Compared to other types of NNs, FNN has a simple structure and learning process. It is much more effective for PQ disturbances recognition than BPNN and less space complexity than PNN. The DFP emendatory Quasi-Newton method is used to improve the learning ability of Fourier Neural Network (FNN). The new learning method improves the learning ability of FNN. A classifier with tree structure based on 3 modified FNNs is designed to separate 6 types of disturbances. 
The Modified Fourier Neural Network
The Fourier neural network is constructed on the theory of multilayer perception neural network and Fourier series. According to the theory of Fourier series, any nonlinear mapping which can be expanded into the form of Fourier series could be analyzed by FNN. FNN has better generalization performance and learning ability than BPNN, and it has great performance in classification. The FNN [12] is proposed in light of the Fourier series and neural network theory, which employs complex Fourier harmonic basis functions as its activation functions. The structure of FNN is a 3 layer includes input layer, hidden layer and output layer structure. Typically FNN has single input neuron in the input layer and multiple output neurons in the output layer.
The Theory of Fourier Neural Network
According to the theory of the Fourier series, a periodic random function can expanded as a Fourier series. The coefficient of Fourier series will be tended to zero with the increase of the series number. Based on this principle, Fourier neural network can be established with the similar structure as BPNN. A typical structure of FNN is a three layer with single input and multiple outputs as Figure 1 . The 3 layers include input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The weights between input and hidden layer are 1. The weights between
n  is the orthogonal function department generated by Fourier series which represent the different hidden neurons. They can be described as follows:
According to the weights definition and formula (1), the outputs of FNN are defined as follows:
Where 1, 2, , jq  . The formula (2) can be also described as: 
The Improved Learning Algorithm based on DFP Emendatory Quasi-Newton Method
The following formulas are defined as the output matrix, weights matrix and hidden matrix: 
The relationship between O, W and D is define as O DW 
, where z denotes the input vector t z , and O is the actual output of FNN. Assume that the output of the FNN is: (9) According to (6) , the optimal model is defined as:
Then we calculate the optimal weight W. Traditional FNN uses steepest descent method and least square method to solve the problem of optimal model solution with the limitation of local extremism and lower convergence rate. The steepest descent induces the problems of local minimum and low learning velocity. The least square method with the limitation as follows: (1) if the model with colored noise, the estimation results of least square method is not unbiased and consistent; (2) least-square method is easy to fail to calculate the problems with high computational complexity. Compared to the existing training methods, Quasi-newton methods have a faster convergence speed and global convergence ability. They avoid the limitation of Newton method of complex computation cost of Hesse Matrix and become very effective searching algorithms. In the modern Quasi-newton methods, the DFP emendatory Quasi-Newton method has the advantages such as less computational complex, super linearity rate of convergence and global convergence. It is more suitable for solving the problem of learning search than traditional Quasi-Newton method.
In this paper, an improved Fourier neural network was constructed based on the DFP emendatory Quasi-Newton method to avoid the local minimum problem and has twoorder convergence velocity. After calculate the derivation of W from both side of the formula (11), we have:
,,
The approximate Hesse matrix is constructed by (13) is proposed like:
Formula (14) is the quasi-newton conditions of Fourier neural network weights cost function. But the approximate solution of Hesse matrix in quasi-newton method is very difficult. In the new approach, the Hesse inverse matrix in Quasi-Newton method is solved by DFP correction formula. The algorithm is described as follows:
Formula (15) to (18) satisfy the conditions as follows:
The quasi-newton conditions described in (14) is satisfied by formula (15) to (20). Then the new function can be described as:
According to DFP emendatory formula, The learning algorithm based on DFP emendatory quasi-newton method of FNN is designed as follows:
Step 
The Feature Extraction by HS-Transform
PQ disturbances signals have different characteristics in different frequency area. The width of the window function should be narrow in the high frequency area to achieve higher time resolution and be wide in the low frequency area to get higher frequency resolution. C. R. Pinnegar [6] used a pseudo-Gaussian hyperbolic window instead of the Gaussian window and designed a new type of generalized S-transform which named Hyperbolic S-transform (HS-transform, HST). The generalized S-transform of a discrete time series () ht is derived by letting jT 
The Structure of New Classifier
Aim to separate 6 types of disturbances, new Fourier neural networks (NFNN) based on DFP emendatory Quasi-Newton method were used to construct the classifier with tree structure. The structure of the new classifier is shown in Figure 9 Aim to test the classification ability of new classifier, 100 samples of each type of disturbance without noise were used to train the NNs. 100 samples of each type of disturbance with different SNR from 30dB to 50dB (signal noise ratio) and disturbances factors were used to test the classification ability of the new classifier. Other classifier based on BP neural networks (BPNN) and traditional Fourier neural networks (FNN) were also constructed to testify the improvements of the new classifier. The classification results of different classifiers were shown in TABLE 1.
Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC The simulation result shows that the classifier based on NFNN has better classification accuracy than the classifiers based on BPNN and FNN. The new classifier also has better classification result than the classifier based on ST and NFNN.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new approach based on HST and NFNN to recognize 6 types of disturbances. The learning method of the FNN has improved by DFP emendatory QuasiNewton method. HST has better time-frequency resolution. The simulation results show that the new approach has better classification result than other methods for PQ disturbances with different characters. The new approach is effective and robustness.
